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Minutes of the December 19, 2010 College of Heralds Meeting 

 

 

Meeting commenced at 11:00 AM. 

 

In attendance were: Su Crescent, Illuminada Dolphin, Hrorek Chevron, Thomas Quatrefoil, Eridana Trident, Moirin 

Chiardhubh ni Bhardain, Martin FitzJames, Jeanne Marie Noir Licorne, John Silver Trumpet, Ursula Green Staff, 

Martin Monteyro doMonte, Cormac Seraph, Damien Sable Fret,  Avice Coral, Giles Gold Forrest, Stephania, 

Exchequer. 

Upcoming meetings are:  January 30, February 27, March 20, April 9 (Roadshow at Collegium), and May 15. 

 

Unless otherwise noted, all submitters will accept the creation of a holding name, if appropriate.  Approved 

submissions will be forwarded on the January 27, 2011 Letter of Intent. 

 

Arianna di Zanchi ~ New Name.  

The submitter desires a feminine name, will accept all changes, and cares most about the language/culture – Italy.  

Arianna - In accepting Arianna di Pergula della Rosa (June, 2010), Laurel commented “Arianna is found as a 

literary name in Il Petrarcha in 1574. Its use as the name of an important character, who is a normal human being 

makes it eligible for the literary name allowance. Therefore, Arianna is registerable as an Italian given name.” 

di Zanchi  is found  in “Names of Sixteenth Century Venice,” by Juliana de Luna, found at  http://www.s- 

gabriel.org/names/juliana/16thcvenice.html. Names in the article were taken from the book Working Women of 

Early Modern Venice (by Monica Chojnacka, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), which discusses 

information about names of women in the 50 years before 1600. 

Al Sahid 

Name approved and forwarded to Laurel 

 

Arianna di Zanchi ~ New Device: Argent, in pale a peacock azure perched on and sustaining a threaded needle 

fesswise point to sinister sable within a bordure azure. 

This is clear of Argent, in pale a mullet of four points azure and a stag's head affronty couped proper, attired sable, 

within a bordure azure (Aldith of Memmesfed, device, 09/89). There is a CD for changing the type of primary 

charges and a CD for changing the tincture of half the charges. 

We believe that this is not slot machine heraldry as a threaded needle should be a single charge in the same manner 

that a bow and arrow is a single charge. 

Al Sahid 

Device is approved and forwarded to Laurel. 

 

Bolo Longcaster ~ K Resub New Name  

The submitter desires a masculine name and will accept no changes.  

Bolo is a masculine given name found in Onomasticon p. 110 dated to 274.  

Longcaster - R&W p.283 - under Lancaster - p.270 preferred spelling dated to 1494. Submitter will also accept de 

Lonecastre, dated to 1175.  Loncastre is found in Ekwall, p. 285 (s.n Lancashire) is dated to the Domesday book. 

This submitter's previously submitted name, Bolo Justice al-Musfir was returned at the Kingdom meeting in April 

2010 for excess temporal disparity and too many languages. The submitter has dropped one language and hopes the 

temporal issues will only count as one step from period practice. 

Per the August 2009 Cover Letter, the combination of an Old English given name and a Middle English byname is 

two steps from period practice. 

Wintermist 

Name is returned for two steps from period practice.  (Ursula will consult) 

 

 

 

http://www.s-/
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Bolo Longcaster ~ K Resub New Device.  Argent, a chevron and in chief a bar gules. 

The same device was returned at the April 2010 meeting because the associated name, Bolo Justice al-Musafir, was 

returned. 

Wintermist 

Device returned for lack of a name. 

 

Caid, Kingdom of ~ Resub Laurel Badge for the Order of the Acorn. Azure, an acorn within a bordure embattled 

argent. 

Caid, Kingdom of was registered in Feb. 1975. The Order of the Acorn was registered to the kingdom in Nov. 1989. 

This badge was returned on the May 2009 LoAR for a visual conflict with the Barony of Dragonship Haven‟s 

badge, Azure, a hawk's bell within a bordure embattled argent. The barony has kindly granted the kingdom 

permission to conflict with their badge. The letter of permission to conflict is signed by the baron and the seneschal.  

Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel 

 

Caid, Kingdom of ~ Resub Laurel Order Name Order of the Argent Star. 

The submitters will accept all changes and have indicated no preferences. They will accept Order of the Argent 

Mullet if necessary for registration. 

Caid, Kingdom of was registered in Feb. 1975.  

The name Order of the Shining Star was returned on the May 2009 LoAR for lack of documentation that it follows 

patterns of period order names. The next submission, Order of the Silver Star, was returned in kingdom in August 

2010 for lack of forms.  

The pattern Order of the Argent <object> is grandfathered to Caid as the Order of the Argent Arrow was registered 

to the kingdom July 1989. The reverse word order was used when registering the Order of the Harp Argent April 

1981. 

Star The OED online s.v. <star>, n.1 says that this form was used from the 15th century forwards.  Section III.2.b.ii 

states that order names may be similar to inn sign names and includes the Order of the Star as an example. Juliana de 

Luna‟s article, “Medieval Secular Order Names: Standard Forms of Order Names” 

(http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/order/new/ListingOfStandardForms.html#AllSecularOrders), supports this with 

Compaigne de le Estoile (“Company of the Star”) dated to 1361, Gesellschaft von den Sterren (“Society of the 

Stars”) dated to the 14
th

 C., and Gesellschaft mit dem Sterne (“Society with the Star”) dated to 1373 among others. 

Thus Star (rather than Mullet) should be acceptable in an order name. 

 

If it is determined that arrow and harp represent names of heraldic charges rather than everyday items, necessitating 

the use of „mullet‟ rather than star, mullet is dated to 1564 as a heraldic charge in this spelling in the OED (compact 

ed., p. 1873, s.v. mullet).  

Order Name approved and forwarded to Laurel 

 

Caid, Kingdom of ~ Resub Laurel Badge for the Order of the Crescent and Flame. Azure, in pale a flame Or 

issuant from a crescent, a bordure argent. 

Caid, Kingdom of was registered in Feb. 1975. The Order of the Crescent and Flame was registered to the kingdom 

in Feb. 2010. This badge was returned on the same LoAR (Feb. 2010) for conflict with the device of Eldon Ungol of 

Phoenix, Azure, in pale a phoenix Or and a triple towered castle within a bordure embattled argent. Syr Eldon has 

kindly granted the kingdom permission to conflict with his device. 

Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel.  

 

Ioan Breaksword ~ Change of name.   

Name Ioan Ferkar was registered November 2000.   

The submitter desires a masculine name.  No other preferences are indicated.  The submission form states that this is 

to be an alternate name, but having contacted the submitter to clarify, it is his desire that this be his new primary 

name, and the previously registered name, Ioan Ferkar, be retained as an alternate.  The form has been changed to 

indicate this preference.  

Ioan is grandfathered to the submitter and is being used as the same name element.  

Breaksword - Brekeswerd is found as a surname in R&W p. 62 s.n. Breakspear citing Richard Brekeswerd dated 

1195, glossed as „break sword.‟  The OED online s.v. <break> says that the spelling <break> appears in English 

from the 15th century forward.  Under <sword>, it says that the spelling <sword> appears from Middle English 

forward.  Thus, <Breaksword> is plausible as a constructed spelling. 

The submitter would prefer the spelling Breaksword as he is concerned that Brekeswerd might be mispronounced as 

Breaks-weird.  

Angels 

http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/order/new/ListingOfStandardForms.html#AllSecularOrders
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Name approved and forwarded to Laurel. 

 

Jakob hildit{o,}nn. ~ New Name. 

In Da‟ud notation the name would be Jakob hildit{o,}nn.  

Gaius Marius Cingetorix was registered 03/04 to be retained as alternate. 

The submitter desires a masculine name, will accept all changes, and cares most about the meaning battle-tooth/tusk.  

Jakob is found as a masculine given name in Geirr Bassi p. 12 

Hildit{o,}nn is found in Geirr Bassi p. 22  glossed as battle-tooth/tusk. 

Dreiburgen 

Name approved and forwarded to Laurel. 

 

 

Jakob hildit{o,}nn New Device Change:  Per pale sable and vert, on a pale dancetty argent a bear rampant sable. 

His previous device, Gules, a scorpion, on a chief Or three flames sable was registered 03/04, and is to be retained 

as a badge.  

Clear of Per pale sable and vert, on a pale argent three lozenges azure. (Gytha Lokheued, 08/08) with a CD for 

change of line on pale and another for complete change of tertiaries. 

The submitter is advised to draw the right hind foot higher. 

Dreiburgen 

Device  approved and forwarded to Laurel. 

 

Kristofer Olafsson ~ L Resub Badge.  (Fieldless) A mullet four points azure within and conjoined to an annulet 

argent.  

The submitter's name was registered Sept. 1996. 

Previous submission (Fieldless) A mullet of four points within and conjoined to an annulet azure was returned on 

the July 2010 LoAR for conflict.  

This device is returned for both visual and technical conflict under section X.5 of the Rules for 

Submissions with the badge of Kendrick Wayfarer, (Fieldless) A compass rose azure. The only differences 

between the two are that Kendrick's design has four minor arms between the major arms of the mullet and a 

small, insignificant fleur-de-lys at the top. There is a CD for fieldlessness, but no difference is granted 

between a mullet of four points and a compass star. 

The annulet has been changed to argent, which adds a second CD. 

Wintermist 

Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel. 

 

Marie Bythewode ~ K Resub - New Device.  Argent, a duck rousant to sinister and a chief embattled azure.  

The submitter's name was registered on the Nov. 2010 LoAR. 

Previous submission, Argent, a duck rousant and a chief embattled azure was returned at the June 2010 Kingdom 

meeting for conflict Argent a swan azure (Svana Karlsdottir, Trimaris 04/09).  The duck has been turned to face the 

opposite direction, which clears this conflict. 

Wintermist 

Device approved and forwarded to Laurel. 

 

Matsunaga Haru ~ L Resub Device.  Argent, in bend sinister a dragonfly bendwise and a ginko leaf bendwise 

sinister azure.  

Submitter's name appears as Haru Matsunaga on Caid's Oct. 5
th

 LoI and was corrected to Matsunaga Haru. 

The submitter‟s previous submission, which appeared on the Caid Sept. 2010 LoI has been withdrawn. This is a 

redesign. 

Wintermist 

Device approved and forwarded to Laurel. 

 

Morgaine FitzStephen ~ K Resub New Badge  (Fieldless) A sword inverted proper enfiling a coronet Or. 

The submitter's name was registered May 1986. 

Previous submission Vert, a coronet Or enfiled of a sword inverted proper (Badge) was returned at the Caid CoH 

meeting of 05/10 for conflict with: Vert, two claymores in saltire surmounted by a third inverted proper, enfiling a 

ducal coronet Or. (Deaton Claymore, device, Sept. 1994), with only one CD for the number of swords.  

Submitter is resubmitting the design as fieldless, creating the second CD. 
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Morgaine was created a Court Baroness in Caid on 9/13/2008, when she stepped down as Baroness of the Angels, 

and is thus entitled to a coronet in her armory. This will be Morgaine's fifth (not sixth as indicated by submitting 

herald) piece of registered armory. 

Angels 

Device approved and forwarded to Laurel. 

 

Muirghein verch Angharat ~ New Name. 

No preferences are indicated. 

Muirghein is found as an Early Modern Irish (1400-) given name used by both men and women in “Concerning the 

Names Morgan, Morgana, Morgaine, Muirghein, Morrigan, and the Like”by Heather Rose Jones known in the SCA 

as Tangwystyl verch Morgant Glasvryn at http://medievalscotland.org/problem/names/morgan.shtml which states 

“This name was in ordinary use prior to 1600 by both men and women.” 

verch Angharat is found in Morgan & Morgan, p. 44, meaning daughter of Angharat. We note that Heather Rose 

Jones states in “A Welsh Miscellanea” that “although it was far commoner to reference one's male ancestors, it was 

also correct throughout our period [to 1600] to be known as your mother's child. There was no implication of 

bastardy by this practice" [p. 28].  In a separate article on St. Gabriel‟s website, she states “The typical relationship 

given is to a father (or husband). The mother's name is used very rarely (less than 1% of the time).” http://www.s-

gabriel.org/names/tangwystyl/welsh13.html.   

The submitter previously submitted Morcant verch Angharat which was returned at the November 11,2010 Caid 

CoH meeting for combining a masculine given name with verch meaning „daughter of‟ which violates RFSIII.1 

which requires all names to be grammatically correct for period names and follow documented patterns. 

Name is approved and forwarded to Laurel.   

Dun Or 

 

Muirghein verch Angharat ~ New Device. Argent, a tyger rampant gules between in fess two trees eradicated 

sable. 

Device is approved and forwarded to Laurel.  

Dun Or 

 

 

Naevehjem, Barony of ~ New Badge for the populace.  Argent, an ermine spot gules on a chief sable two annulets 

Or. 

The name Naevehjem, Barony of was registered Dec. 1992. 

This is intended to be a badge for the populace of Naevehjem.  This does not conflict with Argent ermined gules, on 

a chief sable three cinquefoils Or (Elspeth Turnbull, 05/97) by X.1, the addition of a primary charge, since Elspeth‟s  

armory does not have a primary charge.  

Naevehjem. 

Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel. 

 

Robert Fordwich ~ New Name Change 

Registered name Robert Bedlam registered May 2003 is to be: released (per submitter e-mail)  

The submitter desires a masculine name, will accept all changes, and cares most about the meaning: Robert of 

Fordwich/Fordwiche and Language (unspecified).  The form was marked to indicate a preference regarding the 

sound, but the submitter clarified that he meant to mark meaning.  The form was changed at the submitter‟s request 

to indicate the submitter‟s intention.  

While Robert is grandfathered to the submitter, he documented it from Faire Names for English Folk: Late 

Sixteenth Century English names by Chris Laning at http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/christian/fairnames/.  Robert is 

found as a masculine given name in Withycombe, p. 254-5.   

Robert is also found in the Doomsday Book online at http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/documentsonline/details-

result.asp?Edoc_Id=7571231&queryType=1&resultcount=2,  Family History: Ancient Petitions, Henry III - James I 

which is a petition in seven parts from Robert Kilwardby, Archbishop of Canterbury dating from 1273-1278.   

Fordwich is found in the Doomsday Book on line http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/documentsonline/details-

result.asp?Edoc_Id=7571231&queryType=1&resultcount=18  in Exchequer: Treasury of the Receipt: Domesday 

Book etc dated 1086 which specifically mentions Fordwich, Kent cited as Forewic.  

The town of Fordwich is mentioned in that spelling in a Latin document from 1076, transcribed in Placita Anglo-

Normannica, p. 13. (http://books.google.com/books?id=QGhnAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA13#v=onepage&q&f=false). 

Dreiburgen 

Name approved and forwarded to Laurel. 

 

http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/tangwystyl/welsh13.html
http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/tangwystyl/welsh13.html
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/documentsonline/details-result.asp?Edoc_Id=7571231&queryType=1&resultcount=18
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/documentsonline/details-result.asp?Edoc_Id=7571231&queryType=1&resultcount=18
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Order of Precedence Notes 

 

Robert Bedlam comes to Caid via Artemisia and other kingdoms.   Dolphin has sent a letter to Artemisia to inquire  

about awards.  Argent, a chevron inverted vert between three crosses formy fitchy one and two gules was registered 

to him 05/03. 

 


